
Talk about it
• What is your favourite part of a garden? Is it the 

beautiful plants and flowers, the birds and butterflies, 
the winding paths leading you through the trees or 
something else?

• What might you like to do in a garden? Collect lots of 
different leaves? Smell the flowers? Listen to the birds? 
Flop on the grass?

Stage 7.2: 
Garden Explorers

Read this page to children (it is not decodable). Use the questions and prompts 
to talk and write about the topic. Read more: it is important to read a range 
of other books to children to build their vocabulary and comprehension skills. 
What other books (fiction and nonfiction) could you read to children 
about gardens? Compare them with this book – how are they 
similar, how are they different?

More about gardens

While most humans are right-handed, most cockatoos 
are left-footed! Cockatoos are noisy birds and they like 
to dance! These birds can bop to the beat! Try singing: 
‘Dance cockie, dance cockie’ next time you see one, and 
watch what happens!

The common name for the 
plant with the soft furry 
leaves shaped like lambs’ 
ears is - you guessed it - 
Lamb’s ear! It comes from 
Turkey, belongs to the 
mint family and 
has been used 
in place of 
toilet paper! 

How many leaves are there in the world? It’s 
estimated to be more than a trillion! Leaves are so 
important! They collect sunlight for a plant to make 
its food, breathe in the air and keep the plant cool. 

Many leaves have tricks, like prickles or unpleasant 
tastes, to deter animals from eating them.

Write about it
Children can plan and 

draw their perfect garden. 
They can write about all 

the things they would like 
to grow in their garden 

and the animals that might 
be found there.

Did you 
know?
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air fern scar

alert first sprawl

birds furry squawk

bursting garden squirt

chirp hurtling thorns

corner lawn turn

curly morning unfurl

dirty perching whirling

exploring perfect worn

Speed words
Stage 7.2: Garden Explorers



Read, write and draw  
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Laura helps care for all the plants, birds and 
animals that make the gardens their home.
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